Introduction 1
The present survey aims to examine briefly the situation of Irish following recent statusrelated developments, particularly at EU level. To place the EU decision in context, we will evaluate recent developments, consider the complex historical and political background to Ireland's relationship to its language which influence these developments, and go on to look at current language usage. A recent publication points out the wider implications of the problems and opportunities faced by the Irish language. "As English increasingly encroaches…in higher education right across Europe… many other languages in the EU will soon face to varying degrees the challenges currently confronting Irish 1 ". Suzanne Romaine thinks that "Irish warrants our gaze for what it may tell us of the fate that globalization portends for the survival of the world's linguistic diversity 2 ". For historical reasons 3 there is a substantial academic literature relating to language planning in Ireland, and some of the more important material is included in the bibliography below 4 .
The European Dimension 2
In October 1972, I was travelling by bus from Limerick to Galway to begin my studies at NUIG (National University of Ireland, Galway). Behind me sat two other first-year students, one of whom was intent on studying Irish at university. His colleague convinced him not to do so. His decisive argument: "Europe has not made Irish official, therefore it Irish and Translation -the EU Context Études irlandaises, 35-2 | 2010 has no future!" It would be difficult to find a clearer example of the effect of macro-level decisions in Brussels on the micro-level of students' choice of university subjects. Happily, this negative impact of an EU decision on the Irish language has now changed to positive. When Ireland joined on 1 January 1973, Irish acquired a unique status as a "treaty language", though not an official and working language, of the EU. This meant that the Irish version of primary legislation, such as the Treaty of Rome and subsequent treaties, and the versions in the official and working languages would, from a legal viewpoint, be equally authentic. During accession negotiations Ireland had sought a status of "official but not working" language for Irish, but this was not agreed, as a number of member states feared that such a decision could have implications for the status of their own languages. However, Ireland's first representative in the European Court of Justice, Cearbhall Ó Dálaigh, later President of Ireland, did secure official and working language status for Irish, but only at the Court.
6
A decision to add Irish would have been in line with the handling of the official languages of all other member states, both before and since 9 . The official reason given by Ireland's negotiators in 1972 was that its use as a full EU working language would give rise to "certain practical difficulties". Denmark joined the EU at the same time as Ireland, and it is said that the Danish negotiating team was asked informally if it could follow Ireland's example by not requesting full working language status for Danish. The Danes replied that they could consider this only if the representatives of all other member states agreed to use a second language at EU meetings. The idea was dropped.
7
In subsequent years it became increasingly clear in Ireland that the 1972 decision was not satisfactory. It had not taken account of a number of factors:
• First, for employment in many EU institutions there has traditionally been a requirement of a knowledge of two other EU languages by applicants, in addition to the mother tongue. The 1972 decision meant that Irish would not count towards this employment condition, despite the Irish state's own requirement that all children study Irish in all state-funded schools at primary and post-primary level. This contradiction increased Irish unease.
• Second, the perception that Irish did not have a role in "Europe" was militating against the language's status within Ireland. Some peripheral groups were quoting this in support of their efforts to weaken the position of Irish within the educational system. This added to the unease of a large body of opinion, and ran counter to the general strengthening of the language in Ireland north and south over the past 30 years. The latter included an Irishlanguage TV service, TG4, since 1996; publishing continuing to thrive, the phenomenal This situation fed into a tradition of popular support for Irish and of protest about language matters in Ireland which goes back at least a century. Conradh na Gaeilge, the main Irish language organisation, led and won two major campaigns in the early 20 th century to have Irish taught as a core subject in schools, and to have it made an essential subject for entry to the new National University of Ireland
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. The latter campaign brought over 100,000 onto the streets of Dublin, and made Irish essential for university entry in 1913, some nine years before Irish independence.
EU Enlargement 2004 9
The period leading up to the 2004 EU enlargement saw a renaissance of this tradition of street protest, following a very effective lobbying campaign by an organisation called Stádas (status), which harnessed support from all political parties and local authorities throughout Ireland. In April 2004 thousands were back on the streets of Dublin bearing placards in all of the then 20 EU official languages calling for "Official Status for Irish Now". The campaign make wide use of the Internet: a petition containing over 80,000 signatures was presented to the government following the march. which formally gave the right to Irish speakers to write to the EU institutions, and to receive a reply, in Irish. 
Consequences of the new EU Status of Irish for translation/interpretation
12 An early Irish decision was to take a pragmatic approach, by derogating from the complete application of translation and interpretation into and from Irish of all documents, and at all meetings, to a more realistic initial stage of concentrating on regulations for co-decision of the Council and the European Parliament. This derogation is reviewed at five-yearly intervals, beginning during 2010, in line with the practical functioning of the new regime for Irish. The draft Irish Government 20-year Strategy for Irish 11 commits the government to "work… so that this derogation can be ended during the lifetime of this Strategy", i.e. the period 2010-30. The regime in force for Maltese provided a useful guide here, although the Maltese derogation was lifted in 2007, after three years of EU membership. Costs were kept as low as possible, and the eventual agreement foresaw the recruitment of some 30 translators and interpreters, at a cost of some € 3.5 million per year, which amounts to less than one euro cent per EU citizen per year. On 1 January 2007 the nameplates which designate the country at all EU meetings changed from "IRELAND" to "ÉIRE-IRELAND" -the country's name in its national language comes first.
13 The European Commission and the Council have interpreted the new situation generously, by, for instance, setting up separate Irish language translation units, and the Commission has ensured that an increasing portion of the EUROPA website appears in Irish
12
. The present author was seconded to Commission in September 2007, with a brief to produce translations for the Commission's website, and "to contribute to the evolution of language policy". Some 4,000 website pages now appear in Irish, but this is dwarfed by the total number of pages of the EUROPA website, which come to some 6 million. This experience has given some insights into translation into Irish which may be of interest.
15 a) "European Central Bank System" was translated as "An Córas Eorpach Banc Ceannais", using a genitive plural of the word "banc" by more traditional translators; and as "An Córas Eorpach Bainc Cheannais" by their more progressive colleagues, leading to long disagreement. A knowledge of the German formulation, "Europäisches System der Zentralbanken"would have led to the more traditionally Irish, and uncontroversial, "Córas Eorpach na mBanc Ceannais", with the article placed as in German.
16 b) "The Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia" had been mistranslated in Dublin as "Iar-Phoblacht Iúgslavach na Macadóine", which means "The Yugoslav Former Republic of Macedonia". This may have been partly due to French ("Ancienne République yugoslave de Macédoine") as well as to English influence: it had escaped notice that the Irish hyphenated word "Iar-Phoblacht" is an inseparable unit, meaning "Former Republic", unlike the two separate French words "Ancienne République". The formulation has now been corrected to "Poblacht Iar-Iúgslavach na Macadóine".
• Legal translation needs to be very precise, so that terms which had fallen together or were used in different parts of Ireland, such as the southern "tuairim" and the northern "barúil", both used to mean "opinion", are technically differentiated in EU texts, with "tuairim" used for "opinion" and "barúil" for "observation".
• Sometimes the problem is a plethora of Irish words in use for one English term, for instance, the word "dialogue" has been translated variously as "comhphlé", "idirphlé", "agallamh" or " comhagallamh". "Website" appears as both "suíomh gréasáin" and "láithreán gréasáin", though the former is now more common. • The term "cónaidhm" had been in use for both "federation" and "confederation", and clearly needed to be differentiated. It is now used for "confederation", and "feidearálacht" is used for "federation".
• English influence on Irish has been found even in Irish language textbooks, so that one sometimes finds an Irish word carrying an English meaning, as Hiberno-English often attributed Irish meaning to an English word. The Irish word, "clann", meaning "children" can be found as a translation of the English word "family", properly "teaghlach" or "lion tí". The Hiberno-English usage of "family" to mean "children" appears to be fading. group, and all Celtic languages form part of the Indo-European family of languages. Referring to Irish as "Gaelic", "gaélique", "Gälisch",etc. is perceived by many Irish-speakers as an implicit denial of the language's constitutional status, as the "national and first official language of Ireland" (Article 8). It also leads to confusion with " Scottish Gaelic", sometimes called simply "Gaelic". The abbreviation GA, based on the Irish word for Irish, Gaeilge, may add to the confusion. All EU institutions have now accepted the term "Irish, irlandais, Irisch, irlandés, irlandese, irlandzki język", but one still sometimes hears colleagues saying "gaélique" and being corrected. Irish is the language from which most Irish place names and surnames derive. 20 There was cultural unity between Ireland and Gaelic Scotland for many centuries. Both were to bear the brunt of an expansionist English monarchy. The first laws against Irish, the Statutes of Kilkenny, were enacted in 1366 18 . While Queen Elizabeth I of England studied Irish 19 and financed the translation of the bible into Irish, her successor, James I took a very different attitude :
Forasmekle as the kingis Majestie having a speciall care and regaird that… the vulgar Inglish toung be universalie plantit, and the Irishe language, which is one of the cheif and principall causis of the continewance of barbaritie and incivilitie… may be aboleit and removit , in which 1-2 million, almost all of them Irish speakers, died of hunger. The flight from the language then accelerated. De Fréine says that it declined about 16 times as rapidly as Scottish Gaelic, leading to the situation recorded by the 1891 census, that a mere 3.5% of pre-school children spoke Irish 22 . Such a language shift, as de Fréine points out, is "unique in European history". To make it possible, the traditional Irish esteem for their language, as attested in its literature, and the memory of what it once had been, had to be expunged from the national consciousness. The use of Irish today 23 Comparisons of Irish with other languages based on numbers of native speakers tend to be misleading. Unlike most languages, the amount of Irish in use has little relation to numbers of native speakers, for which, in any case, there is no official figure. Up to onethird of current home users of Irish had no conversational use of the language, when children, at home or in school
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. On the other hand, native speakers of Irish may live in circumstances which give little scope for active use of the language -though the substantial expansion of Irish in the electronic media over the past decade does provide ample opportunity for passive use. 24 The 2006 Census 27 showed 1.66 million people (up from 1.54 million in 2002), or 42%, claiming a knowledge of Irish, but only 72,000, less than 2%, speaking it daily outside school. Some 97,000 speak it at least weekly, and it is significant that only 25% of the 1.66m Irish speakers never actually speak it 28 . According to the 2001 UK Census, 167,000, or 10.4%, of the population in Northern Ireland reported some knowledge of Irish, up from 142,000 in 1991. The total claiming a knowledge of Irish is therefore over 1.8 million, or about one-third of those living on the island of Ireland. 25 Over 85 years of teaching Irish in all state-funded schools has vastly increased ability to speak the language, but has neither had an appreciable effect on frequency of active usage, nor has it helped establish new Irish-speaking communities. The crux of the problem is a failure to appreciate that language usage needs to be planned 29 , as it is a social and not an individual phenomenon. Admittedly, passive usage has increased -some 86% have tuned in to the Irish language TV channel TG4 at some point, and 800,000 do so daily 30 . Ó Giollagáin et al.'s core point is stark:
The unambiguous conclusion of the survey on young people is that Irish is unlikely to remain the predominant community language in category A Gaeltacht districts for more than another fifteen to twenty years 31 .
26 A significant development, both in regard to translation and to general use of Irish, was the passing of the Official Languages Act, 2003 32 . The law was enacted to promote the use of Irish through the use of phased language schemes, which public bodies must agree with the minister, to increase incrementally their level of services to the public in both official languages. It also provides for the simultaneous publication of important official documents in both languages, thus vastly increasing translation activity. The language received a considerable political boost with the election of Brian Cowen as Taoiseach (Prime Minister) in May 2008, as he placed Irish among his three main political priorities, conducting some 35% of his first press conference in Irish. All political party leaders are now fluent Irish speakers, and this has the potential to increase its use in the Dáil. Other legislation has begun to take account of the linguistic dimension 33 . For instance, the Planning and Development Act, 2000, imposed, for the first time, a duty on planning authorities to 'protect the linguistic and cultural heritage of the Gaeltacht' in future development plans. Duties to promote Irish are also imposed by the Universities Act, 1997 , the Education Act, 1998 , the Local Government Act, 2001 and the Broadcasting Act, 2001 . respectively, are in Northern Ireland) 35 , which teach through Irish. They are attended by over 37,800 pupils. Adding in Gaeltacht schools (some 14,500 pupils 36 ), close to 50,000 pupils are receiving some or all of their education through Irish. Provision for adult learners has been more systematic since Maynooth University introduced an examination and certification system, the Teastas Eorpach na Gaeilge (TEG) 
Conclusion
29 Even Hindley, otherwise pessimistic, acknowledges as "a great achievement… without international parallels except for Hebrew…" the "metamorphosis of Irish from the disparaged and unwritten dialects of an impoverished and remote… peasantry into the modern literary… language of a privileged urban elite 40 ". The new EU status of Irish coincides with increased support at the top political level in Ireland. A tentative conclusion is that this happy coincidence is enhancing the practical role of Irish. Final agreement by the EU Council of Ministers to grant full official and working status to Irish was seen as a huge victory for the language. It is hard to exaggerate the psychological impact on Irish people of hearing their representatives address the EU Council of Ministers, or a plenary session of the European Parliament, in Irish. A language outlawed as long ago as 1366 has finally come in from the cold. Perhaps it is fitting to give the final word to a Scottish poet, Hugh MacDiarmid:
For we ha'e faith in Scotland's hidden poo'ers, The present's theirs, but a' the past and future's oors 41 
